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Liquid electrolyte lithium/sulfur (Li/S) batteries cannot come into practical applications
because of many problems such as low energy efficiency, short cycle life, and fast selfdischarge. All these problems are related to the dissolution of lithium polysulfide, a series
of sulfur reduction intermediates, in the liquid electrolyte, and resulting parasitic reactions
with the Li anode. Covalently binding sulfur onto carbon surface is a solution to completely
eliminate the dissolution of lithium polysulfide and make the Li/S battery viable for practical
applications. This can be achieved by replacing elemental sulfur with sulfurized carbon (SC)
as the cathode material. This article reviews the current efforts on this subject and discusses the syntheses, electrochemical properties, and prospects of the SC as a cathode
material in the rechargeable Li/S batteries.
Keywords: sulfurized carbon, sulfurization, sulfur-carbon composite, sulfurized polyacrylonitrile, cathode material,
polysulfide, lithium/sulfur battery

INTRODUCTION
Rechargeable lithium/sulfur (Li/S) batteries have recently received
significant attention due to their high theoretical energy density
(2600 Wh/kg or 1256 Wh/L based on sulfur) as well as low cost
and natural abundance of elemental sulfur. Major problems with
the Li/S battery are low energy efficiency, fast capacity fading, and
high self-discharge rate, all of which are related to the dissolution
of long-chain lithium polysulfide (PS, Li2 Sn , n ≥ 4) into liquid
electrolyte and resulting parasitic reactions with the Li anode.
In fact, dissolution in organic electrolytes is the intrinsic nature
of long-chain PS and is unavoidable as long as a non-aqueous
liquid electrolyte is used in the battery (Zhang, 2013). The only
solution to making the rechargeable Li/S batteries commercially
successful is to reduce or eliminate the resultant adverse effect
of PS dissolution. As a solution, sulfur-carbon (S-C) composites
have been intensively investigated to trap dissolved PS within the
cathode. This approach has been well summarized by many recent
review articles (Evers and Nazar, 2013; Park et al., 2013; Wang et al.,
2013; Yang et al., 2013). Theoretically, the S-C composite cannot
prevent the dissolution of long-chain PS, instead trap in some
degree the dissolved PS within the carbon pores before reduction

Abbreviations: CV, cyclic voltammogram; DEC, diethyl carbonate; DMC, dimethyl
carbonate; DME, dimethyl ether; DOL, 1,3-dioxolane; EC, ethylene carbonate;
EMC, ethylene methyl carbonate; FTIR, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy;
LiTFSI, lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide; OCV, open-circuit-voltage;
PAN, polyacrylonitrile; PC, propylene carbonate; PMMA, poly(methyl methacrylate); PVC, poly(vinylidene chloride); P(VDF-HFP), poly(vinylidene fluoride-cohexafluoropropylene); RTIL, room temperature ionic liquid; TEGDME, tetraglyme;
THF, tetrahydrofuran; TOF-SIMS, time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry;
XPS, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy.
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to insoluble products (Li2 S2 or Li2 S). In this case, the parasitic
reactions between the dissolved PS and solvents still remain and
more importantly large amounts of carbon must be incorporated
into the battery, which significantly reduces energy density of the
battery. On the other hand, the electromigration of PS anions,
which is driven by the electrical field within the battery, is hard to
be overcome by the physical absorption or adsorption of carbon.
A complete solution to the dissolution of PS is to chemically bind
the sulfur species onto a polymer backbone or carbon surface.
This can be achieved by using sulfurized carbon (SC) as the cathode material of Li/S batteries. In this review, the current status,
existing problems and prospects of this type of materials will be
summarized and discussed.

PROPERTIES AND MANUFACTURE OF SULFURIZED CARBON
Sulfurized carbon is a compound in which short sulfur chains
are covalently bound onto the surface of carbon particles. The
chemical C–S and C=S bonds have been identified by the XPS
spectra (C1s at 284.3 eV and S2p3/2 at 163.7 eV) and FTIR spectra (1180 and 550 cm−1 ). Due to these covalent bonds, the SCs
are chemically stable in strong bases and acids. They are insoluble in organic solvents and thermally stable up to 700°C (Chin,
1981). Therefore, sulfur in SC cannot be removed by the normal
processes widely used for the removal of elemental sulfur, such
as vaporization above melting point (293°C) of sulfur and solvent extraction using CS2 or toluene. The SCs have long been
investigated as a highly efficient sorbent for the removal of heavy
metal ions in environmental pollution controlling systems (Krishnan and Anirudhan, 2002), and were first proposed as a cathode
material for rechargeable Li/S batteries in 1980 (Chang, 1980).
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The SCs are manufactured in large scale by reacting the functional groups, such as C–H, –OH, >C=O, –C(=O)OH, and
>C=C<, on the surface of carbon with sulfur at elevated temperature. The reactions are heavily dependent on the surface functional
groups and pore structure (Puri and Hazra, 1971). These reactions
may involve any of radical reaction, electrophilic addition, and
nucleophilic substitution. The sulfur source can be elemental sulfur, H2 S, SO2 , or CS2 , the latter three of which generate elemental
sulfur through either oxidization or reduction by the surface functional groups of carbon. In addition to the commercially available
carbon, synthetic or natural polymers can also be used as the precursor for the carbon or can be directly pyrolyzed in the presence
of sulfur. In these cases, the type of polymers affects the chemistry
of the SCs and the content of sulfur in the SCs. More interestingly,
scrap tires that already contain small amounts of sulfur are also a
good precursor for the SCs, which offer a beneficial means for the
recycling of waste tires (Yuan et al., 2004).
Sulfurization of carbon with elemental sulfur at elevated temperatures is the most common practice for the laboratory preparation of SCs. In this context, it is of particular importance to
understand the thermal behavior of the molten sulfur. Between the
melting point (119°C) and boiling point (293°C), the molten sulfur is present in the form of equilibrium of various sulfur species
(Sn ) with n ranging from 5 to 33. There is a critical temperature at 159.4°C, at which all physical properties, such as viscosity,
density, surface tension, color, and so on, of the molten sulfur
are discontinued due to the polymerization of sulfur and the followed depolymerization at higher temperature (Meyer, 1976). In
the vapor, the equilibrium is dominated by small sulfur species
(Sn with n = 2–5), depending on the temperature and pressure.
Therefore, the temperature and pressure are two major factors
to control the content of sulfur and the length of – Sn – chains
for the preparation of SC materials. High temperature generally
results in shorter sulfur chain and more uniform sulfur distribution (Korpiel and Vidic, 1997; Kwon and Vidic, 2000). During
sulfurization, elemental sulfur is not only a sulfur source but also
a dehydrogenating agent.

ELECTROCHEMISTRY OF SULFURIZED CARBON
Sulfurs (–Sn –) in a polysulfide chain are electrochemically active,
however, the activity of those bound to carbon depends on the
type of S-C bond. Sulfurs in a double bond, such as >C=S and
–C(=S)–S–, are electrochemically inactive, whereas the activity of
those in the C–S single bond depends on the stability of the radical
or carbanion formed by the elimination of sulfur, as described by
Eqs 1 and 2:

polyacetylene (Shacklette et al., 1983) and 0.1–0.3 V vs. Li/Li+ for
large plane graphite.
Beside sulfur, the single or conjugated >C=C< bonds in the
SC may also be electrochemically active, which often contributes
extra capacity to the Li/S battery (Fanous et al., 2011; Wang et al.,
2012a). The length of the –Sn – chains must be suitable for reliable cycling of the Li/S battery. Long –Sn – chain will rearrange to
release elemental sulfur or break down into soluble polysulfides,
whereas short –Sn – chain results in lower capacity but good capacity retention. In order to obtain high capacity and good cycling
reliability, it is necessary to increase the content of sulfur and optimize the length of sulfur chain. This can be achieved by modifying
the surface functional groups on the carbon and controlling the
conditions of sulfurization.
Due to the substantial insolubility of SC and Li2 S in organic
electrolytes, the SC is discharged and charged entirely through
a solid-to-solid phase transition from the SC to Li2 S phase. In
discharge, the SC is directly reduced into Li2 S on the surface of conducting carbon. In charge, the –C− carbanion linking to a conjugated sp2 carbon and the –C–S− anion linking to a non-conjugated
sp3 carbon preferentially lose an electron to form an anionic radical, onto which sulfur is grafted and grown. Beside this, Li2 S also
has the possibility to form long-chain PS on the surface of the
conducting carbon, which is affected by the nature of electrolyte
solvents and the charge rate. The most important advantages of
the Li/SC batteries over conventional Li/S batteries are nearly
100% coulombic efficiency except for the first cycle, stable capacity
retention, extremely low self-discharge rate, and excellent safety.

SULFURIZED CARBON VERSUS S-C COMPOSITE
The S-C composites are a class of porous carbon materials with
elemental sulfur impregnated into the meso- or micro-sized pores.
These materials are generally made by infiltrating molten sulfur
into the pores of carbon near the critical temperature (159.4°C),
at which the molten sulfur has lowest viscosity (Meyer, 1976).
A post treatment by heating the product above boiling point of
sulfur for a few hours is often applied to vaporize the residual
sulfur on the outer surface of carbon particles. For this purpose,
an around 300°C temperature has been widely used. This process
must initiate the reaction of sulfur and functional groups present
on the interior walls of the carbon pores. Therefore, there is no distinct boundary in the chemical composition between the SCs and
the S-C composites. The most significant differences are the discharge voltage profile and the chemical compatibility with liquid
electrolyte, as stated below.
DISCHARGE VOLTAGE PROFILE

− C − SLi + Li + e → −C· + Li2 S

(1)

− C − SLi + 2Li + 2e → −C− Li+ + Li2 S

(2)

The C–S bond is inactive when bound to an sp3 carbon, which is
unable to stabilize the radical and carbanion, however, it becomes
electrochemically active when bound to a conjugated sp2 carbon,
which is able to delocalize the radical and carbanion. The reduction
potentials of Eqs 1 and 2 are generally declined with the degree
of delocalization, for example, ∼1.3 V vs. Li/Li+ for long linear
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Electrochemical characteristics of the S-C composites and SC compounds are compared in Figure 1. The S-C composites feature two
reduction current peaks at ∼2.3 and ∼2.0 V in CV (Figure 1A),
and two voltage plateaus at ∼2.3 and ∼2.0 V in discharge curve
(Figure 1B), respectively. These are the typical characteristics of
elemental sulfur in liquid electrolyte, in which the reduction at
∼2.3 V corresponds to a solid-to-liquid (from S8 to dissolved
Li2 S8 ) phase transition and the one at ∼2.0 V to a liquid-tosolid (from the dissolved Li2 S6 to Li2 S2 or Li2 S) phase transition
(Zhang, 2013). The SC compounds feature only a single and broad
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FIGURE 1 | Typical electrochemical characteristics of Li/S cells. (A,B) S-C composite, and (C,D) SC compound. Reproduced with permission of Wang et al.
(2012b), Duan et al. (2013), Miao et al. (2013).

reduction current peak starting at 2.1 V and ending at 1.5 V in CV
(Figure 1C), and a sloping voltage plateau near 2 V with a significant voltage hysteresis and a much larger capacity for the first
discharge (Figure 1D). Both the single reduction current peak in
CV and the single sloping voltage plateau in discharge curve suggest a solid-to-solid (i.e., from SC to Li2 S) phase transition. The
voltage hysteresis and much larger capacity in the first discharge are
also observed in many conversion-type cathode materials (Cabana
et al., 2010). The voltage hysteresis is due to the over-potential, i.e.,
slow reaction kinetics, caused by the poorly conducting interface
between the particles of SC and the conducting carbon. The extra
irreversible capacities are mainly caused by the catalytic reduction
of electrolyte solvents on the fresh surface of SC and carbon particles. Other possible sources are the reduction of surface groups on
the conducting carbon and of the unreacted surface groups on the
SC. It is noted that the solvent reduction potentials here are much
higher than those (generally at 0.8–1.0 V vs. Li/Li+ ) observed from
the graphite anode of Li-ion batteries. This is due to the catalytic
effect of the SC surface, which significantly reduces the reduction
over-potential. A similar phenomenon has been observed from
a Fe/Cu catalyzed carbon, on which the reduction of carbonate
solvents takes place at ∼1.7 V vs. Li/Li+ (Zhang et al., 2012).
CHEMICAL COMPATIBILITY OF LIQUID ELECTROLYTE

The other significant difference between the S-C composite and
the SC compound is the chemical compatibility with liquid electrolytes. Because of the strong nucleophilic reactivity, polysulfide
anions react with carbonate solvents and LiPF6 used in the stateof-the-art Li-ion batteries (Gao et al., 2011; Yim et al., 2013).
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As a result, only components that are stable against the nucleophilic attack can be used for the electrolyte of S-C composite
cathodes, for example, LiTFSI or LiSO3 CF3 for salt and DME or
DOL for solvent. On the contrary, the LiPF6 -carbonate electrolytes
are quite chemically compatible with SC cathodes, and even outperform the ether-based counterparts. This is attributed to two
facts: (1) the substantial insolubility of SC significantly reduces
the nucleophilic reactivity of polysulfide anions, and (2) the insoluble reaction products formed by the limited nucleophilic reaction
of PS with carbonate solvents build up a stable surface layer (or
called solid electrolyte interphase) to prevent further reaction. It
has been repeatedly reported that the Li/SC batteries perform
worse in ether-based electrolytes than in carbonate-based ones
(Fanous et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2012b; Zhang et al., 2013). This is
because the SC does not form an insoluble surface layer with more
stable ethers, instead, the high dissolving ability of ether solvents
promotes the formation of soluble PS (Li2 Sn , n ≥ 4) in charge, as
described by Eq. 3.
nLi2 S − (2n − 2)e → Li2 Sn + (2n − 2)Li+

(3)

As an example, Zhang et al. (2013) compared the cycling performance of Li/SC cells with a 1 M LiPF6 -PC-EC-DEC electrolyte
and a 1 M LiTFSI-DME-DOL electrolyte, respectively. It is shown
in Figures 2A–D that the Li/SC cell performed much better in
the carbonate-based electrolyte (Figures 2A,C) than in the etherbased electrolyte (Figures 2B,D) for both the specific capacity
and capacity retention. The poor performance of Li/SC cell in the
ether-based electrolyte is attributed to the formation of soluble PS
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FIGURE 2 | Cycling performance of Li/SC cells at 100 mA/g in a 1 M LiPF6 -PC-EC-DEC electrolyte (A,C) and a 1 M LiTFSI-DME-DOL electrolyte (B,D),
respectively. Reproduced with permission of Zhang et al. (2013).

as indicated by Eq. 3, which is verified by a long upper voltage
plateau at ∼2.3 V in the discharge voltage profile (see Figure 2D).

CLASSES OF SULFURIZED CARBONS
To date, all SCs for use as the cathode material in Li/S batteries
are made through the reaction of carbon with elemental sulfur at
elevated temperatures. Based on the source of carbon, the SCs can
be classified as follows.
COMMERCIAL CARBON

The first SC material for the application in rechargeable Li/S batteries was made by reacting carbon with SO2 at 600°C for a period
of several hours (Chang, 1980). In this work, three SC compounds
with sulfur content of 24.8, 26.0, and 38.1%, respectively, were
prepared and tested using more than 10 organic and inorganic
electrolytes. It was demonstrated that all Li/SC cells had a 3.2–
3.4 V of OCV range and a ∼1.7 V discharge voltage plateau with
up to 96% sulfur utilization based on the two-electron reduction.
Apparently, the observed OCVs are much higher than the theoretical value of Li/S cells. This can be attributed to the fact that
the SC had low sulfur content and the measured OCV was a combined value of the SC and carbon. A similar concept was pursued
by Wang et al. (2002a), who made SC by first heating a 1:5 (wt.)
mixture of active carbon and sulfur at 200°C for 6 h to infiltrate
the molten sulfur into the pores of active carbon and then holding
the mixture at 300°C for 3 h to promote sulfurication and vaporize
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residual sulfur. This work led to a gel polymer Li/SC cell capable of
providing a stable capacity of 440 mAh/g at 0.3 mA/cm2 . Owing to
the presence of small amount of elemental sulfur, about 60 mAh/g
capacity for discharge voltage plateau at ∼2.4 V was present in
the first discharge. Most recent work was reported by Kim et al.
(2013), who heated a 1:5 (wt.) mixture of mesoporous hard carbon
spheres and sulfur at 150°C for 7 h and held the mixture at 300°C
for another 2 h. They built Li/SC cells using a 1:1 (mol.) LiCF3 SO3 TEGDME electrolyte (a RTIL-like complex) and cycled the cells
at 0.1 A/g-S. Based on the discharge voltage profile of the Li/SC
cells, they concluded that pure SC could be formed only at low
sulfur content (20 wt. %), significant amounts of elemental sulfur
were present in the sample with 52% sulfur. Common characteristics of the above Li/SC cells are the significant voltage hysteresis
and large irreversible capacity in the first discharge as well as the
absence of upper discharge voltage plateau. Since the sulfurization
is strongly affected by the surface chemistry of the carbon and
there are large variations in the surface chemistry among different
carbon sources, consistent results using this approach by different
authors have never been reached.
SYNTHETIC POLYMER RESINS

Efficiency of sulfurization is greatly affected by the surface chemistry of carbon. A high concentration of surface functional groups
is needed to increase the content of covalently bound sulfur. Pyrolysis of polymer resins provides a great opportunity for making a
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Table 1 | Preparation condition of carbon and SC and cycling performance of Li/SC battery.
Type of carbon and preparation condition

Sulfurization condition

Cell performance and electrolyte

Reference

Carbon spheres made by H2 SO4 -assisted dehydration

149°C for 6 h, plus 300°C

∼800 mAh/g-S or 336 mAh/g-SC without

Zhang et al.

of sucrose at 120°C for 10 h, followed by heating at

for 2 h, S = 42%

fading up to 100 cycles, 1.0–3.0V at

(2010)

1000°C for 2 h
Carbon fiber coated with microporous carbon spheres

400 mA/g. 1 M LiPF6 1:4:5 (vol.) PC-EC-DEC
720 mAh/g-S or 288 mAh/g-SC at 100th

Zhang et al.

made by H2 SO4 -assisted dehydration of sucrose at

400°C for 6 h, S = 40%

cycle, 1.0–3.0V at 100 mA/g. 1 M LiPF6 1:4:5

(2013)

120°C for 12 h and then heating at 1000°C for 2 h

(vol.) PC-EC-DEC

Carbon made by Ni(OH)2 -assisted pyrolysis of

155°C for 12 h, S = 43 and

∼900 mAh/g-S or 387 mAh/g-SC at 50th

Wang et al.

phenolic resin at 600°C for 4 h

16%, respectively, before

cycle, 1.5–2.8V at 150 mA/g, 1 M LiPF6 1:1:1

(2012c)

and after CS2 extraction

(vol.) EC-DMC-EMC

Multiwalled carbon nanotubes coated with

155°C to impregnate sulfur

1142 mAh/g-S or 457 mAh/g-SC at 200th

Xin et al.

microporous carbon by pyrolysis of glucose at 190°C

and then 115°C for 20 h,

cycle, 1.0–3.0V at 0.1C. 1 M LiPF6 1:1 (wt.)

(2012)

for 15 h and then 800°C for 2 h

S = 40%

EC-DMC

Polyyne made by KOH-assisted dehydrochlorination of

350°C for 3 h, S = 54.1%

PVC in THF solution at ambient temperature for 2 h

960 mAh/g-S or 519 mAh/g-SC at 200th

Duan et al.

cycle, 1.0–3.0V at 1 C. 1 M LiTFSI 1:1 (vol.)

(2013)

DME/DOL, 2 mg/cm2
All synthesis processes were carried out under inert atmosphere.

carbon with desirable surface functional groups and pore structure. At high temperature, the S8 ring breaks down into smaller and
much more active Sn (n = 2–6) molecules. These small sulfur molecules can readily dehydrogenate and substitute for oxygen atoms
in the surface groups such as –OH, –O–, >C=O, and –C(=O)O–
. Therefore, the oxygen-containing natural or synthetic polymer
resins have been preferentially selected as the carbon precursor
for making the SCs with high sulfur content. Table 1 summarizes the recent efforts on the syntheses of SCs from the pyrolyzed
carbon of polymer resins and the cycling performance of the
resulting Li/SC batteries. Beside the common features of Li/SC
batteries, such as excellent chemical compatibility with LiPF6 carbonate electrolytes, single discharge voltage plateau, and large
initial irreversibility, the following conclusions can be drawn:
(1) Temperature is an essential factor to determine the specific
capacity and capacity retention of the Li/SC cells. Temperature affects the concentration of surface functional groups
and the degree of carbonization in the resin pyrolysis step,
and the sulfur content and sulfur chain length in the sulfurization step. Wang et al. (2012c) showed that only 16 wt. %
sulfur could be covalently bound to carbon at 155°C even if a
long reaction time (12 h) was applied. Since the SCs are thermally stable up to 700°C, a temperature range of 300–600°C
would be appropriate for the sulfurization of carbon.
(2) Functional groups on the carbon surface significantly affect
the content of covalently bound sulfur. Unsaturated carbon–
carbon bonds are among the most active surface functional
groups to react with sulfur, which allows lower sulfurization
temperature and results in high sulfur content. Therefore,
the polymer resins that potentially produce more unsaturated bonds by pyrolysis are highly desirable for increasing
the sulfur content of SCs. This approach has been well verified by Duan et al. (2013), who utilized a polyyne, made by
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KOH-assisted dehydrochlorination of poly(vinylidene chloride), as the starting carbon, and successfully prepared a SC
with 54.1% sulfur. Results showed that the Li/SC cells could
be stably cycled in both the carbonate-based (LiPF6 -EC-DEC)
and ether-based (LiTFSI-DOL-DME) electrolytes. In particular, the cells retained capacities of 960 and 800 mAh/g after
200 cycles at 0.1 C in the carbonate-based and ether-based
electrolyte, respectively. Except for 54.1% sulfur for polyyne,
the maximum content of the covalently bound sulfur by the
sulfurization of pyrolyzed carbon with elemental sulfur was
42% (Zhang et al., 2010). Duan et al.’s work very likely led to
a new direction for the development of SCs with high sulfur
content and reliable cycling performance.
(3) The effect of carbon architecture or morphology is not as significant as the temperature and carbon surface chemistry on
the sulfurization. Table 1 indicates that the maximum sulfur
contents for these carbons in the forms of spheres (Zhang
et al., 2010), carbon-modified fibers (Zhang et al., 2013),
and nanotubes (Xin et al., 2012) are 40–42 wt. %, which is
independent of carbon architecture or morphology.
POLYACRYLONITRILE

Polyacrylonitrile (PAN) has been intensively studied as the carbon precursor for SCs because of the easiness to dehydrogenate
and cyclize into conjugated carbon backbones. With an increase
in temperature, PAN undergoes three stages of structural changes
as illustrated in Figure 3 (Rahaman et al., 2007): (1) dehydrogenation and cyclization into a ladder-structural polymer by the mild
oxidization of oxygen or sulfur in the 300–400°C range, (2) deamination to form a ribbon-structural polymer in the 400–600°C
range, and (3) carbonization and further graphitization above
600°C. The conjugated carbon backbones formed by the pyrolysis
of PAN react with both the radicals and ions of sulfur to produce C-S bonds. Sulfurized polyacrylonitrile (SPAN, although the
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name cannot reflect the true chemical structure of the product)
can be prepared in an inert atmosphere either though the reaction
of pyrolyzed PAN (carbon) with sulfur or through direct reaction
of the PAN polymer with sulfur, which are summarized as follows.
Sulfurization with pyrolyzed PAN

This approach consists of two steps: (1) pyrolysis of PAN resin to
form carbon, and (2) sulfurization with elemental sulfur to form
SPAN. To demonstrate this, Lai et al. (2009) first made a highly
porous carbon by Na2 CO3 -assisted pyrolysis of PAN at 750°C for
2 h and then conducted reaction of the resultant carbon with sulfur at 300°C for 3 h. This process gave SPAN with a 57 wt. %
sulfur. The Li/SPAN cell with a 1 M LiPF6 1:4:5 (vol.) PC-EC-DEC
electrolyte showed a single discharge voltage plateau and a stable
capacity of 770 mAh/g for 110 cycles at 40 mA/g between 1.0 and
3.0 V. In a similar manner, Guo et al. (2011) first pyrolyzed PAN
into disordered carbon nanotubes using a template nanotechnology, and then reacted carbon nanotubes with sulfur at 500°C for
3 h. The resulting SPAN contained 40 wt. % sulfur and was thermally stable up to 700°C, indicating a strong evidence that sulfur
was covalently combined with carbon. Even with a 1 M LiTFSI
TEGDME electrolyte, the Li/SPAN cell still showed stable capacities of nearly 700 mAh/g for 100 cycles at 10 mA/g between 1.5 and
3.0 V. This work also revealed that low temperature led to incomplete sulfurization so that a short upper voltage plateau at ∼2.4 V
appeared even in the second discharge of the Li/SC cell.
Sulfurization with PAN polymer

One-pot reaction of PAN resin with elemental sulfur provides a
facile approach for the preparation of SPAN. During sulfurization,

FIGURE 3 | General stages of PAN pyrolysis in medium temperature
range.
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sulfur plays two roles: (1) acting a mild oxidant to dehydrogenate
PAN and (2) offering a sulfur source to sulfurize the dehydrogenated PAN. These two processes happen simultaneously and
promote each other. This approach was first reported by Wang et al.
(2002b), who heated a mixture of PAN and sulfur at 280–300°C in
Ar for 6 h, and later intensive investigations into this type of materials and resulting rechargeable Li/SPAN batteries were followed
by He’s group of Tsinghua University, China (He et al., 2005, 2009;
Wang et al., 2012a,b). Cross structural characterizations using
FTIR, Raman, XPS, and TOF-SIMS spectra, respectively, consistently identified the presence of C–S, S–S, C=C, >C=S, C=N, and
–C(=N)–NH2 bonds/groups in the resulting SPAN (Yu et al., 2004,
2005; Fanous et al., 2011). It is shown that temperature critically
affects the content of sulfur as well as the length and distribution
of sulfur chains, and further determines the electrochemical properties of SPAN. The suitable reaction temperature is in a range of
280–550°C, which typically generates SPAN with a 30–55 wt. % of
covalently bound sulfur. From a comprehensive viewpoint of the
specific capacity and capacity retention, the best sulfur content is
42–44 wt. % (Fanous et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2012a). However, the
optimum reaction temperatures were reported differently by independent authors, namely 350°C (Wang et al., 2012a), 450°C (Yu
et al., 2005), and 550°C (Fanous et al., 2012). These discrepancies
might be associated with the different heating procedure and S to
PAN ratio in the starting mixture, which are known to significantly
affect the cyclization of PAN (Rahaman et al., 2007). In general,
high temperature produces low sulfur content and short sulfur
chain, leading to low specific capacity but stable capacity retention (Fanous et al., 2012), whereas low temperature neither breaks
down the S8 ring into small Sn molecules nor makes the polymer
dehydrogenating effectively, resulting in high specific capacity but
fast capacity fading due to the presence of elemental sulfur (Yu
et al., 2005). Since the sulfur chains are chemically bound to the
polymer backbone, the SPANs are thermally stable at 450°C and
do not form soluble PS (Li2 Sn , n ≥ 4) in discharge, providing very
stable capacity retention and extremely low self-discharge rate.
Due to the novel structure of dehydrogenated PAN, short sulfur chains are grafted onto the conjugated carbon as illustrated
by Figure 4. As stated in the section of SC electrochemistry, the
unsaturated conjugated carbons also contribute to the capacity.
Therefore, the SPANs are frequently able to provide capacities of
more than the theoretical value of sulfur (Fanous et al., 2011;
Wang et al., 2012a), and such cells do not show self-discharge
over a month storage (Wang et al., 2002b). The SC cathodes are

FIGURE 4 | Schematic chemical structure of SPAN. Modified from
Fanous et al. (2011).
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Table 2 | Cycling performance of Li/SPAN batteries with different type of electrolyte.
Electrolyte
Liquid

Liquid

Gel polymer

Gel polymer

Quasi solid

All solid

Electrolyte and SPAN composition

Main result

Reference

1 M LiPF6 1:1:1 (vol.) EC-DMC-EMC, SPAN made at

795 mAh/g at 50th cycle (98.1% retention),

Wang et al.

350°C with S = 42%

1.0–3.0V at 100 mA/g

(2012a)

1 M LiPF6 2:1:1 (wt.) EC-DMC-DEC, SPAN made at

440 mAh/g at 40th cycle, 1.0–3.0V at 0.1 C,

Fanous et al.

550°C, S = 44%

loading = 5 mg/cm2

(2013)

SiO2 –P(VDF-HFP), gelled using a 1 M LiPF6 1:4:5 (vol.)

Above 600 mAh/g after 50 cycles, 1.0–3.0V,

Wang et al.

PC-EC-DEC, SPAN made at 280–300°C, S = 53.4%

0.3 mA/cm2 , SC loading of 3.5 mg/cm2

(2003)

SiO2 –P(VDF-HFP), gelled using a 1 M LiTFSI 1:1 (vol.)

∼620 mAh/g at 75th cycle, 1.0–3.0V,

He et al.

EC-PC, SPAN made at 280–300°C, S = 53.4%

0.25 mA/cm2

(2005)

TEGDME-LiTFSI-SiO2 , SPAN made at 450°C

390 mAh/g at 50th cycle, 1.3–3.0V at 0.1 C,

Unemoto et al.

loading = 5.3 mg/cm2

(2013)

Li2 S-P2 S5 glass, running at 60°C, SPAN made at

605 mAh/g (=450Wh/kg) at 50th cycle,

Trevey et al.

300°C, S = 45%

1.0–3.0V at 1 C

(2012)

Both loading and specific capacity have been normalized to the mass of SPAN.

highly flexible to any type of electrolyte from liquid electrolyte
through gel polymer to solid state electrolyte. Table 2 summarizes the cycling performance of Li/SPAN cells in various types
of electrolytes. It is important to note that two liquid electrolyte
cell systems by Wang et al. (2012a) and Fanous et al. (2013) are
very similar in the sulfur content of SPAN and the composition
of electrolyte, however, their specific capacities are significantly
different (795 vs. 440 mAh/g). This discrepancy is likely because
the SPAN made at 350°C has higher ratio of the ladder-structural
backbones to the ribbon-structural backbones (see Figure 3). The
ladder-structural backbones favor the formation of electrochemically active C–S bonds and resulting C–S bonds contribute to the
capacity. Very similar results by Wang et al. (2003) and He et al.
(2005) suggest that the lithium salt in gel polymer electrolytes
does not affect the specific capacity and capacity retention of the
Li/SPAN cells. Using a SPAN with 42.0 wt. % sulfur and a 1 M
LiPF6 -EC-DEC electrolyte, Wang et al. (2012b) built a 100 mAh
Li/SPAN prototype cell in the size of 1 mm × 40 mm × 26 mm,
showing that the cell was able to deliver a 437 Wh/kg of energy density (excluding the weight of package) and retained 90.4% capacity
after 30 cycles at 100% depth of discharge. The most encouraging
finding was that the loading of sulfur in the SC cathode reached
as much as 6 mg/cm2 , a level that has never been reported for the
S-C composite systems. This feature makes it possible to develop
the Li/SC batteries with high energy density and excellent safety.
The most exciting advancement on the research of SPAN as
the cathode material would be the success of a prototype Li-ion
cell (He et al., 2009). In this practice, He et al. first electrochemically lithiated SPAN by cycling a Li/SPAN cell for three times, and
then coupled the prelithiated SPAN with a graphite anode and a
1 M LiPF6 1:1 (vol.) EC-DEC electrolyte. As shown by the voltage profile of charge and discharge in Figure 5, such a cell can
be repeatedly cycled between 1 and 3 V without visible capacity
fading. This result, although preliminary, strongly suggests that
the SCs would be a class of high energy density cathode materials

www.frontiersin.org

FIGURE 5 | Voltage profile of charge and discharge for a prototype
Li-ion cell using a prelithiated SPAN cathode, a graphite anode, and a
1 M LiPF6 1:1 (vol.) EC-DEC electrolyte, cycled at 0.1 C. Reproduced with
permission of He et al. (2009).

for the next generation of Li-ion batteries, which enable electric
vehicles to drive longer distance.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
Sulfurized carbons offer a grand opportunity for developing low
cost Li/S batteries with high energy density, good safety, and reliable performance. Use of SCs as the cathode material entirely
solves the problem of lithium polysulfide dissolution in Li/S batteries. In addition to the high theoretical capacity, the SCs are
suitable for highly loaded cathodes, which make the energy density
of Li/SC batteries even higher. The high thermal stability of SCs
and low cost of raw materials make the Li/SCs batteries safe and
cost competitive. More importantly, the SC cathodes are chemically compatible with LiPF6 -carbonate-based electrolytes, which
enable them to couple with the lithiated graphite or silicon anode
for the development of low cost Li-ion batteries with high energy
density and good safety. Furthermore, the SCs are environmentally friendly, the cycled SCs are themselves an excellent sorbent
for many heavy metal ions, can be directly disposed into the
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environment for the removal of heavy metal ions. However, the low
sulfur content and the initial high irreversibility remain challenges.
The concentration of surface functional groups in commercially
available carbons is not high enough to meet the criterion of
high sulfur content. In consideration of the sulfur’ strong dehydrogenating ability and the wide availability of polymer resins,
one-pot sulfurization may be the most cost-efficient approach for
the manufacture of SCs. In order to further increase the sulfur
content and lower the cost, better sulfurization technology should
be identified, including polymer resin for carbon precursor, sulfur
source for more effective sulfurization, and reaction process for
denser SC material. Surface modification on the SCs and the use
of electrolyte additives may play a crucial role in reducing the initial irreversibility of the SC cathodes. Scrap tires are a solid waste,
H2 S and SO2 are by-products of the oil/petroleum refinery, the
concept of using them as the carbon precursor and sulfur source is
of particular significance as it not only leads to a cheap SC cathode
material but also is beneficial to saving our environment.
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